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Abstract 

This report deals with the analysis of paper-pencil laboratory test 

scores in general physics,  constructed and administered at the Univrsity 

of Minnesota,  l$>5>2-53.    The characteristics of the tests were investigated 

and the relationships with oth? r achievement measures were explored. 

It was found that the paper-o>ncil tests designed to measure specific 

•' .structi^nal objectives had a .;ormal distribution over a much narrower 

range of scores than the laboratory performance tests.    The  Davis discrim- 

ination indices for the items were highest with the total score on each 

tost ••-:-.   -  criterion,  but the average  index wan \rm for every test.    The 

pjint biso. iai correlations with the performance items  tended to cluster 

about zero.    In general,  the Hoyt rcl abilities were on the low side and 

wore comparable in value to the reliabilities of the performance tc.--ts. 

The items had fairly high face validities as based on the averai c of four 

expert ratings. 

\rith the exception of the Identification and Function,  pre-test intor- 

correlati'.ms were low.    These two prc-tcsts were fair predictors for the. 

corresponding post-tests in mechanics.     .11 the pro-tests in Electricity 

were fair predictors  for the  corresponding post-tests.    The correlations 

between the paper-pencil tasts and other criteria of achievement  in ele- 

mentary physics wore either non-significantly different frcm zero,  or l?w0 

Cn thr..e of the four tests in j cchanics,  boys scored significantly higher 

than th-j girls.    On all the post-tests the means were significantly higher 

than for the pre-te~ts,  irrespective of sex or course taken. 



The investigation lends support to the hypothesis that paper-pencil 

laboratory tests contain elements other than those evaluated by performance 

tests and the convent: -nal measures of achievement in elementary physics. 
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Paper-Pencil Laboratory Tests and their Relationship to 

Various Achievement Measures in Physics 

The purpose of this report is to describe an Investigation dealing 

with paper-pencil tests for the elementary physics laboratory. 

Characteristics of paper-pencil laboratory tests in Mechanics 

During the fall quarter 1952-53 four tests in Mechanics wore admin- 

istered as pre and post-tests to students enrolled in the general, non- 

technical Physics 1 and la. The tests were: Identification of Apparatus, 

Function of Apparatus, ijcporiments, and Miscellaneous. The details of 

test construction, administration and the frequency distributions of the 

scores were given in the preceding report (U)« It was thought desirable 

to subject the data to a more detailed analysis. 

Normality of Score Distributions. 

The scores for the pre and post-tests wore expressed as cumulative- 

percentages and plotted on probability graph paper. The pcrccntilo ranges 

of normality for the boys and girls in the two courses arc shown in Table 1, 

The values in the table correspond to the points which fall on or very 

close to a straight line. 

Table 1 
Pcrccntilo range of normality of paper-pencil laboratory tests in i echanics. 

 ^te LCS   1 Physics la 
Test N ^oys   | M 1   Girls N Bo/s | N      Girls 

Identification Pre 

Post 

72 

30 

1-95 i 
ao-ho'l 
}50-95 j 

l;6j 20-99 
(10-60; 

21^75-98 
r 

U|$|   2-75 | 
If 2-25;j 

61^55-90 1 

21   15-75 

6 

Function Pre 
Post 

72 
33 

5-75 
35-95 

iU6! 25-75 
19! 25-35 

i 

1U5 
65 

1-99 || 21     7-93 
15-75 !   7 

II 
Experiments Pre 

Post 
72 
32 

5-35 
25-75 

i 

• 
1*6' 10-90 
2li 25-95 1 

lli5 
6il 

15-90 j 
1-75 

21      2-80 
6 

Miscellaneous Pre 
Post 

72 
33 

10-85 I 
10-80 1 

1 
U6i 25-90 
19 10-90 

115 
65 

15-80 ! 
15-30 j 

21    20-90 
7 
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For tho pre-tests tho scores were normal in the interquartile range 

(2$-75/S)» In most cases, however, normality was evident over a nuch wider 

range. With the exception of the Identification test, the post-test scores 

appeared to be normally distributed over approximately the sane ranges as 

the pre-tcst distributions? The Identification post-test scores appeared 

to bo typical of binodal populations. 

Other trends which were apparent from the graphs can be suraiarizod 

as follows: 

There were practically no differences in the test score distributions 

between boys in Physics la and boys in Physics 1. The sane was true of 

the girls in the two courses. 

The scores of the ^irls in Physics 1 on the Identification and 

Function post tcs+,3 were below the boys' distributions on  the correspond- 

ing pre-tests. 

Tho gains from the Identification pre to post scores were v.jry nuch 

greater for Physics la buys than for tho boys in Physics 1, This tendency, 

although present, was not quite as pronounced for the other test . 

The scores on the Experiments pre-tests were about the sane for boys 

and girls in both courses, with a fairl/ large number of negative scores. 

The gains from the Experinents pre to post-tests were in general snail. 

Several tentative hypotheses were suggest', d by the examination of 

the score distributions: 

1. Toys have significantly higher scores than girls on pre and 

post-tests, with the exception of the more difficult tests, 

2. Students with and without laboratory work gain significantly from 

pre tests to post-tests. 

3. The students with laboratory instruction rain somewhat more from 

pre to post-tests than students without laboratory work. 
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too 
b. The Experiments test is probably/difficult for students at the 

level of Physics 1 and la. 

The results for 126 boys on the laboratory performance test in Physics 

la were also plotted on probability paper. The points fell on a straight 

line in the $  to 95 oercentagc range and wort, not far from the line at the 

2 and 98 pcrcontiles. Thus, performance tost scores exhibit a normality 

over a much wider range than any of the paper-pencil post-tests. The 

performance test is reproduced in the Appendix, 

Comparison of Variances and i-'eans 

The means, variances, standard deviations, F-rat-.os, and t-values 

for the pre and post-tests arc reproduced in TaDle 1 of the Appendix, An 

inspection of the table reveals a number of facts: 

1, Out of tne eight F-ratios for boys and .iris who took the pro-tests, 

three were significant, 

2, The difference in the r.ieans of boys and girls were significant in 

both cours -s for the Identification, Function, and hiscellaneous pre-tests. 

3, The differences in the :.K ins of the b^ys .and girls were significant 

in both courses for the Identification post-test. 

li. The difference in the means of boys and girls was significant in 

Physics la for the Experiments pre-tost and the iiiscoilaneous Dost-test. 

5. There were two significant F-ratios for students in Physics 1 

and Physics laj on the Experiments pro-test for both boys and girls. 

6. The differences between the means of students in Physics 1 and la 

wore significant for: 

a. boys and girls on th>_ Identification post-test 

b. girls on the i'iscellaneous pro-test 

c. boys on the Experiments post-test 

?. The initial knowledge as measured by the Experiments pro-test 

© The Statisticol Appendix is available on requo3t from the author. 
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and. the final achievement expressed by the post-test score on the sane 

test were very low for all groups. 

A similar analysis was made for students who completed the pro-tests 

as well as the post-tests. The results arc 3hovm in Table II of the 

Appendix. The size of the samples was thus reduced. One could observe 

that: 

1. The difference between the means of boys and girls in Physics la 

became non—significant on the Experiments post-test, 

2. none of thu. F-ratios were significant. 

3. The mean of the bo/s in Physics 1 became significantly higher 

than the ::;can of the bo/s in Physics la on the Identification pro—t^st. 

h*  There was no lon^r significant differences in the means of the 

girls in both courses on the Miscellaneous ore-test. 

Table II also compares the g ains from the pre to post-tests for the 

groups. It was found that with the exception of girls in physics la, 

on the Miscellaneous test all groups made significant gains on all the 

tests. However, the s.anple of girls in Physics la who took the post- 

test was extremely small. 

The data from Tables I and II seemed to support several conclusions 

with respect to pencil-paper laboratory tests in Mechanics: 

I. There were significant differences between the means of the boys 

and girls on the Identification, Function and Miscellaneous pre-tests, in 

favor of the boys. This was true of both courses. 

II. There were significant differences between means of the boys and 

girls on the Identification, Function and 'iiscollaneous post-tests. 

III. Both sex .s showed significant gains in the means from the pre 

to the post-tests in both courses. 

IV. The effect of laboratory training appeared to be most pronounced 

l 

I 



in the case of the Identification test, with students in the laboratory 

course haviiig significantly higher means than the students in the no- 

labor^ tory course. The trend, though present, was less marked for the 

Function and Experiments tests. The differences were negligible for 

the Miscellaneous tost. 

The Reliability of the Tests 

The reliability of each pre and post test was calculated by the 

Hoyt method (2) for boys and girls in both courses. The reliability 

coefficients are reproduced in Table III of the Appendix, The highest 

reliability obtained was .78 for the i iscellaneous post-test for girls. 

The lowest coefficients wore characteristic of the Experiments pr^ and 

post-tests. It is probable that the difficulty of this particular test 

. caused the students to engage in a great deal of wild guessing, the; gh 

they have been warned not to do it. 

Item Analysis 

Davis Indices 

Four criteria were- used with the Davis technique (1) of item 

analysis for physics la: the total score on each test, the total score 

on the laboratory performance test, the final examination grade, and 

the final course grade. Students in Physics 1 had no performance score. 

The discrimination and difficulty indices arv shown in Tables IV-XI of 

the Appendix, On the basis of the data several trends were ovide it: 

1. The highest discrimination indices for a given test were obtained 

when the total score was used as a criterion* This was true of both courses 

and both sexes. However, since Ihe Physics 1 groups were small, one must 

accept all conclusions cautiously. The indices ranged from 0 to 7ltj 

the average values wore from 15 to 32. 

The remaining three criteria yielded a large number of negative and 

* 



positive discrimination indices of low values, with the average indices 

ranging from 3 to 18 for Physic3 la and from -11 to 9 for Physics 1. 

2. The average difficulty indices were of the same order of magnitude 

for all the criteria on a given test. They were somewliat higher for boys 

than for girls; a little higher for Physics la than for Physics 1. 

The average difficulty indices were very much lov.^r for the Experiments 

test than for the other tc^ts for both boys and girls in the tvro courses. 

On the basis of the Davis analysis it was reasonable to hypothesize 

that the items on the paper-pencil laboratory tests would not discriminate 

effectively between the good and poor students in physics as defined by 

their rank on conventional achievement measures and laboratory performance 

tests, 

A  ' Point Biserial Correlations with Performance Tests 

Point biserial correlation coefficients Were computed between each 

item on the performance test and each item on the paper-pencil laboratory 

tests. The coefficients are shown in Table XII of the Appc.idjjc. It can 

bo scui that the majority of the values arc low, clustering around zero. 

The highest coefficient was ,$0} -»k)i was the coefficient with the high- 

est negative value.  There were 26 coefficients with absolute value ,30 

or higher out of 53ii possible comparisons. 

On the basis of the low values of point biserial correlation co- 

efficients it is reasonable to propose a tentative hypothesis of non- 

significant relationships between the relatively conplex laboratory 

performance ite s and papor-oencil items designed to cover specific 

objectives of laboratory instruction. 

Judges' Ratings of Items 

The four judges who rated the performance items (3) also evaluated 
% 

the paper-pencil items in terms of their suitability for appraising lab- 
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oratory instruction. Tho judges' ratings are reproduced in Table XIII of 

the Appendix, 

There was only one itcn that had an average ratine fron poor to fair. 

All the other items were rated as fair or good,  . substantial number o. 

itens had the top rati. g from all the judges. Two of the judges had 

approximately the sine average rating for the itens on each test; one- judge 

was a more severe critic than the others; the fourth judge was relatively 

easy to please. For most of the items the difference between the ratings 

was not greater than one point. 

The ratings indicated that most of the test itens had a good face 

validity. 

It is interesti/ig to note that the ratings appeared to have no re- 

lationship to the point biserial correlation coefficients. The ratings 

of tho performance items are also shown in Table XIII. 

Correlations Between thu, Paper-Pencil Laboratory Tests in 1'echanics 

Pro-test lat^rcorrelatio-.is 

The correlation matrix for the laboratory paper-pencil pre-tosts 

is reproduced in Table 2, The highest correlation coefficients were 

between the Identification and Function pre-tests, for boys and girls 

in Physics la and for boys in Physics 1, The correlations were also 

significant for boys in Physics la, between the Identification, Function, 

and the other prc-tests. However, the values of the coefficients were 

low. It is quite apparent that the Identification and Function pre- 

tests have some elements in common. Another possiblity is that a 

knowledge of the name of the apparatus sets up some mental associations 

which help to recall its function. 

• ,. 
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Table 2 

Correlation matrix of laboratory written pre-test3 
University of , innesota,  fall quarter,  1952-53. 

Course N Variables 
Physics    B#     G## 

Correlation Coefficients 
X8        x9 

la 

1 

la 

1 

la 

1 

B     G 

123 13 y., ^  Identification .57** .59** 
" of apparatus 

58 39  X6 .51** .32* 

123 13  X? = Function 
cf apparatus 

58 39  X. 

123 13  Xg - Experiments 

58 39      X 8 

XQ - miscellaneous 

B G B G 

.18* .05 .33** -.09 

.11 -.02 .U2** ,21 

.35** .21 .39** -.09 

.07 .-09 .12 .07 

.05 .22 

.25 .02 

*-«• 
Significant at the 1%  level 

Significant at the $%  level 

# B-boys 

# G-girl3 

- 

Post-tent  Int .rcorr-litions 

Limited testing  Li. ,e allowed for the posttosts permitted the admin- 

istration of only two tests to one subsamplo and the remaining tuvo  tests 

to another subsamplo.    For 62 boys in Physics la who took the  Identifica- 

tion and Experiments post-tests the correlations between the tv.r~> was .20, 

not significantly different from zero;  for the  corresponding pre-tosts 

the value of the correlation coefficient was  .18.     It is quite likely 

that the  two t^sts Measure different aspects of laboratory work.    For 

the 60 boys in Physics la who took the Function and Miscellaneous post- 

- 
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tests the correlation between the two was .US',  for the corresponding pre 

tests the value was ,39» The Miscellaneous test dealt with the relation- 

ship between tho v ri.us components of an apparatus and with the selcc- 

tioi. of appropriate i;»oasurxng instruments. Consequently, a positive 

correlation with tho Function test was to be expected. 

Correlations Between ire and Post Tests 

The correlation matrix between the laboratory paper-pencil pre and 

post-tests is shown in Table 3. For boys in Physics la the correlations 

between the four pre-tests and tho corresponding post tests were positive 

and significant, but the coefficients for the Identification and Function 
were 

tests/much higher than for the remaining two tests. For boys in Physics 

1 the only significant positive correlation between a pro-test and a 

corresponding post-test was obtained for the Functions test. For girls 

in Physics 1 the significant °nd positive correlations were for the 

Function and Experiments pre and post-tests. 

The intorcorrelations between the pre-tests and the Experiments 

post-tost were in general low and nonsignificant. The difficulty of this 

tost had been mentioned as a possible explanation. 

The intorcorrelations between the pro-tests and Miscellaneous post- 

test wore also low and in most cases nonsignificant. 

In general, the correlations for girls in Physics 1 were low and 

nonsignificant. It is difficult to explain the relatively high value 

(.55) of the correlation between the Experiments pre and post-test in 

the case of girls in Physics 1; also between the Miscellaneous pre-tcst 

and Identification post-tost (.57) for boys in Physics 1, Unfortunately 

the sample of girls who completed Physics la was too snail for valid 

comparisons* 

'--•'•.•• 
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Table 3 

Correlation matrix of laboratory paper-pencil pre-tcsts and post-tests< 
Univsrsity of Minnesota, fall quarter, 1952-53. 

« 

Course N  Variables Correlation Coefficients 

Physics P-Boys G-Cirls 

la 

la 

la 

la 

62* 
60" 

23 
30 

21 
18 

62 
60 

23 
30 

21 
18 

62 
60 

28 
30 

21 
18 

62 
60 

28 
30 

21 
18 

L10 Lll 

B 

.58** 

.36 

.214 

.13 

.29 

.31* 

G      B 
i 

i 

*12 

• •78 #* 

B G 

.03 

.31 
1.1*5*       .21 

L13 

1.52 
*•# 

.16* 
i.62**     .51a* 

i.36 ** 

.33 

.U3** 

.2$        -.06 

Xo I .57' •JHJ- 
.15 

.lU .11 

-.06     -.Oil 

.15 

-.23    -.21 

.25* 

.36     .55** 

.21 

.30    -.21; 

B G 

.21 

.29    -.01 

.16 

.37*    .18 

.21* 

•2U    -.02 

• 3U 

.33     .01 

X,    Identification nre-test o 

X,„ Identification post-test 
10 

X? Function prc-t^st 

X,, Function post-test 

#* 

Xo Exoerinents cre-test o 

X, _ Eicperinonts post-test 

Xg riscelianeous prc-test 

13 
iscellaneous post-test 

H~ • Significant at the 1$ level ""Significant at the $% level 

I lubsor    .el-    completed Identification and Bxperimcnt post-tests 

II Subsouple II -    completed Function and Kiscellaneous post-tests 
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The conclusions based  on the data were: 

1. The Identification pro-test is a fair predictor of the post-tost 

score for boys in Physics la;  the  sane pro-test, is a good predictor of 

the Function post-tvist score. 

2. The Function pre-tost is a fair predictor of the Function post- 

test scores for boys in both courses and for girls in Physics 1 •    The 

effect of laboratory work is l?ast evident in this particular area, 

3. The Experiments and Liscellancois pro-tests are poor/worthless 

instruments for predicting any 0f the post-test scores,  particularly in 

Physics 1,  the cours - without laboratory. 

h» The  effect of laboratory instruction could be discerned in the 

moderately high values of the coefficients between the  Identification pre- 

test nnd Function post-tost  and the  mnvers.. for bo/s in Physics la.    This 

effect was not observed for b:/s  in Physics 1. 

Correlations Dotweon Paper-Pencil Laboratory Tests and Other 

AchieVei-unt measures in Physics 

Each of the  pre and post-tv.sts was correlated with the  following 

scores:   quiz average,  final cxaninati^n,  final course grade,   laboratory 

grade,  and laboratory p-rf ^mance test.    The  results are suaeaarizod in 

Table h. 

The outstanding   fact characteristic of  the analysis  is that no  t of 

the  correlation coefficients are low in value  and not significantly 

different  frou zero.     This is particularly true of the girls  in both courses. 

Another striking fe~ture  of the tabulated data is the absence of a 

single significant correiati n coefficient  for boys  in     ..   Physics 1. 

i.'ost of the significant correlations were for bo/s in Physics la,  but 

the values were low:   ,37 was the highest positive coefficient;  -,k3 v/as 

the  1 west negative value. 

The one  consistent set of c >rrelatiou coefficients v/as obtained for 
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Cse, 
N. 

la 

1 

la 

1 

la 

1 

la 

1 

la 

1 

la 

1 

la 

1 

la 

1 
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Table   h 

Correlation matrix of laboratory paper-pencil tests 
aud other achievement measures in elen.ontary physics. 

University of Minnesota,  fall quarter,  1952-53 

Boys Girls Variables 
Correlation Coefficients 

X, X^ X^ 

123 13 

58 39 

123 13 

58 39 

123 13 

58 39 

123 13 

58 39 

62# 
60## 
28# 21# 

30**18^ 
62# 

*F # 28* 2r 

62# 
60## 28i'/2il- 
30##l8# 
62# 

6> 

B G 

-.2G** -.13 

A6 

V7 

x7 

::8 

x6 

X9 

x9 

X10 

X10 

Xll 

All 

x12 

X12 

x13 

.01 

.20* 

.16 

.02 

.15 

.17 

-.03 

.23 

-.01 

•16 

.11 

-.30 

.30 

-.15 

-.15 

.03 

-.Oli 

.hi 

BGB GBGBG 

•13      .a -.21      -.02    .17 -.07 .22* .01 

..Oli      .07    .01        .11 

.37**-.23 -.35** -.32   .22*-.l7   .20*.o5 

.09     .3k* ,1k       .3i4* 

.09     .03    .08     -.31    .16 -.17    .20*-.09 

-.01   -.16    ,11     -.21 

.09   -.12 -.U3** -.16    .16 -.U2 .22*-.5l 

-.05      .23 -.05        .03 

.35** .25* .05 .29* 

.00     .37    .00       .U6* 

.29* .17 

II ;; 

28^21J,    X13 

.05 

.10 
.25 -.11 

.25* 
.37 .00 

.26* 

.25 .03 .07 ,1k .20 

.20 

.lii. .10 
.17 

-.05, -.20, 
.20 
• Ob , 

.28 

.07 

-.Oil 

•111 

.26* 

.13 

.33** 

.33** 

.32* 

*1 
x2 
x3 
XU 
x5 

Ouiz average 
Final examination 
Final course grade 
Laboratory   grade 
Laboratory performance test 

•8H<- Significant at the 1%  level 
^Significant at the $%  level 
^Completed Ident. & Expts. post 

#'Completed Funct. & Misc. post 

^Samples of girls who completed 
Physics 1a too small for valid 
comparison 
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each prv and post-tust with the laboratory performance test in the case 

of boys in Physics la. However, the corrclati ns range was froi.i ,20 to .33. 

On the basis of the evidence it is reasonable to conclude that: 

1, The prediction of achieve;;^nt on laboratory performance tests i3 

highly unreliable by noans of oaper-; encil laboratory pro-test scores. 

2, The existence of positiv..,  low and significant corrclati ns 

between the paper-pencil post-tests and performance tests indicates the 

presence of some common elements, 

3, One cannjt predict the laboratory grade  as assigned at the 

University of Minnesota on the basis of the piper-pencil laboratory pre- 

test scores, 

U»  The effee'   of laboratory instruction on p^p^r-pencil test scor s 

appears to be Very snail and is b-. st demonstrated by the increase in the 

value  of the  correlati 'n coefficients between the paper-pencil a d the 

per for:, ".nee test scores,  fron the beginning to   the end cf the  instruction 

period, 

$• The  papor-p.ncil laboratory pre-t.sts could not be us.d ta predict 

quiz averag-s,   final exaniaati >n scores or the  final grade in the  course, 

6,  The  paper-pencil laboratory post-t.^ts appear  to sample  skills 

and aptitudes different fron those require;1, in course quizzes,   final 

examinations,   and course grades. 

The hypothesis that paper-pencil in.bor->tory t^sts in nochanics 

measure  components  other than those evaluated by other criteria of physics 

achievement in elementary courses appears to be substantiated  , 

Characteristics rsf Paper-pencil Laboratory Tests  in Electricity 

During the wint-.r quarter,   19^3,   five  tests in Electricity were 

administered as pre and post-tests to students in pre-medical Physics 5 

and to students in two sections  of engineering Physics 8,    The  tests 

) 
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were: Electrical Circuits, Electrical Motors, Iduntification of Apparatus, 

Function of Apparatus, Symbols B. The tests were described in s preceding 

report (li). Since the number of girls enrolled in the tv.-o courses was very 

small, they were omitted fron all samples, 

Normality of Score Distributions 

The scores for the pre and post-tests in Electricity were expressed 

as cumulative percentage distributions and plotted on normal probability 

paper. The pcrccntile ranges for which the points fall on or very near a 

straight line are shown in Table $• 

Table 5 

Pcicentilc Range cf Normality of Paper-Pencil 
Laboratory Tests in Electricity 

Test I Jf     Ph^Acs 5 
*       'Dr. Tucker 

Identification 

Function 

Pre  l|U6 5-97 
Post;   2hj 20-50; 60-98 

Pre  I  li6| 10-90 
Post! | 23 ; 20-90 

i      i 

Physics 8 
Dr.  T.ng 

63    10-92 

Symbols B 

Meters 

Circuits 

Pre 
Post; 

! 
Pre   j 
Post 

U6   1-25;  25-92 
2k\   20-00 

9h 
19 

Pre      U8 
Pn«st 0), 

1-60;  70-95 
3-80; 80-97 

10-85 

51 

60 
51 

62 
51 

63 
51 

15-95 

15-90 
2-25; 30-95 

Physics 8 
Dr.  Johnston 

5-20;   20-99 
2-10;10-75;70-97 

2-30; 30-90  ,116   5-25;  25-90 
10-90 j 103    5-90 

115 U-70;70-96 
1 O), C\      it. •}•       nr\. 
J-^Hi •*- — J J J Js— |U) 

180-90 

A number of facts arc evident from an inspection of th^ table: 

1. The Identification and Function pr.,-t>. sts show a normality over a 

wide range of scores fur both Physics 5 and 8» 

2. The Meters and Symbols B pre-test scores are essentially bimodal, 

3. The Circuits pre-test has a normal distribution for a wide range 
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of Physics 5 scores, but the points fall on two lines of different slopes 

for Physics 3, 

h»  On the post-tests for Physics $  the distributions have- changed to 

binodal for Identification and Circuits and in Physics 8 for Function. 

5» The distributions for the i-eters post-tests in Physics 8 have 

bo cone nomal ov^r a wider range. 

Other trends that could be discerned fr\-i the curves v:er~: 

6. The pr^-test scor s for Physics 5 were invariably lov,rcr than the 

scores of Physics 8 on all the corresponding tests. 

7. The post-tost scores for all the groups wcru considerably higher 

than the corresponding pre-test scores, with the exception of the Circuits 

test. 

8. For the Circuits the gains fron the pre to post-test wore rather 

s:.;all at the lower end of the distribution; the/ increased rapidly and 

almost linearly from about the 30 percentile on for both courses. The 

gain in Physics $  was much more spectacular than in Physics 8. Here the 

hard work and motivation of the pre-modical st' dents become apparent. 

The Circuits t^.st was a difficult test and probably nore testing ti . o 

should have been allowed for both administrations. 

9. For the Motors, Symbols and Circuits oost-tests the curves of 

Physics 5 distributions w^re very close to the corresponding curves of 

Dhysics o. This shaved that tho pro-rvedical studunts ma "o relatively 

i 

greater progress. However,in Identification and Function the Physics 8 

students 3uer.ied to maintain their original superiority ov^r Physics 5. 

The performance test distributions wore also plotted on porbability 

paper. The two secti .ns of Physics 8 showed a normality over a wide range 

of scores; the distribution of Physics 5 scores tended to be bir.iodal. 
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However, tho differences in scores for the three groups appeared s:.all 

along the entire distribution. The items of the performance test are 

shown in the Appendix 

Comparison of Variance and Moans 

The neons, standard deviations, F-ratios, and t-values for the 

Electricity pre and post tests are sn>wn in Table XIV of the Appendix, 

Several conclusions could be drawn fron the tests of significance: 

1. The variabilities of the post-test scores were significantly 

different from those of the pro test scores for 6 of 12 comparisons. The 

differences in variabilities were especially pronounced for Physics 5. 

Thus, for Circuits, Identification, and rioters the standard deviations 

changed Dy a factor of two or more, 

2. The differences b .t.vcen the post and pr_.-test means were signi- 

ficant for all the groups at the 1 per cent level. 

3. ".rith one exception, the variances of thu Physics $ pre-test scores 

were significantly different fror.i the corresponding variances for Physics 8. 

U. The means of all th^ Physics 6 pre-tests w^r^. significantly higher 

than the corresponding means of the Physics 5. 

5. The variances of Physics 5 post-test scores wore significantly 

different fron those in Physics 8 on th.- Circuits test only, 

6. On the Circuits and Symbols B p->st-t,sts the moins of Physics 

5 students were not significantly different from those of Physics 8. On 

the Identification, Function, and i.leters post-tests the means of the Physics 

b subjects were significantly higher than those of Physics $  subjects at 

the $ per cent level. However, it will be recalled on the pre-tests all 

the differences were significant at tho 1 per cent level, 

7. The Circuits test was either too difficult, or insufficient adr.in- 

instration time was allowed, cr both. 
i 

3- 
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8« The Physics $ subsamples who took the post-tests were snail and 

comparisons arc subject to large errors. 

The subjects who took the prc-tests only were compared with those 

who took both the pre and post-tests. Also, the students who took the 

Circuits and ileters post-tests only were compared to those who took the 

pre and post-tests. The variances and the means were not significantly 

different for all comparisons and it was concluded that the students who 

took the tests at the beginning and end of the quarter were typical of 

the students who originally enrolled in the course. 

Tost Reliability 

The reliability of each pre and post-test was calculated by the Hoyt 

method and the results are summarized in Table XV of the Appendix, The 

reliability coefficients varied from -.03 tc ,83 on the pro-tocts and from 

*kk  to .76 on the post-tests. The coefficients remained fairly constant 

for thu. pro-test and corresponding post-t-.st in Physics 8, The most striking 

change took place in the case of the Circuits and Identification t^sts for 

Physics $:   the reliabilities of the respective prc-tests were -.03 and .1$ 

and of the po;t-tests .76 and .61, Perhaps this discrepancy can be ex- 

plained by the greater amount of guessing on the pre-test. 

Intercorrcaati.ns of Paper-Pencil Laboratory 

Pre and Post-Tests in Electricity 

The correlation matrix for the pre and post-tests in Dr, Teng's section 

of Physics 8 is giv^n in Table 6, It can be seen from the table that: 

1. The pro-test intercorrclatiuns range from .38 to ,58, all signi- 

ficantly different from zero. Apparently the t-.sts have common elements. 

This trend is especially pronounced for the Identification-Function and 

for the riutura-Symbols correlations. 
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Table 6 

Correlation matrix of laboratory paper-pencil pre and post-tests. Physics 8. 
University of ilinnesota, fall quarter, 1952-53* Hr. L. Teng 

• N 5 hi N = 35 

Variable 
x17    X16 

x19 x20 x21 X22 x23 
, 

xl6 = Ident. pre ,5i>**   ,30* .1*5** .62*"::- .1*2** .29 .1:2** 

x17 = Function pre <k2** .51** .60** •57** .29 .19 

X18 = Meters pre .58** .39*'' .22 .60** .ill* 

x19 = Symbols pre .56:'-* .28 .5?** .59** 

"20 = Idcnto post .a* .Uo* .30 

x21 = Function post .10 .Hi 

1 
X22 = Meters post .61** 

X23 = Symbols pest 

Table 7 

Correlation natrij; of laboratory paper-pencil tests and other achievement 
measures in elementary physics. 
Physic3 8, University of ?;innesota, fa" . quarter, 1952-53* Dr. L. Teng 

N « Ll * „  N — ~\ s —rl w „>. ) > 

Variable              Xi£ x17 
xl8 x19 '-20 

x21 X22 X23 

x6 = Wookly quiz    -,0U .07 .30 .30 -.05 -.11 .29 .21 
average 

X7 z  Final examination .07 .22 .15** .liO** .16 .17 ,2k .29 
Physics 8 

x8 z  Final grade     .QO .114 .37* .U** .1)4 -.03 .31 .29 

X9 : Lab. average     ,10 .09 .26 .37* .16 .00 .26 .37* 

X10 = lAh,  performance .06 .19 .22 ,3u .16 -.05 .31 .31 
test 

Significant at the 1%  levul 

*Significant at the 5%  level 

i 
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Table 8 

Correlation matrix of laboratory paper-pencil pre and post-tests, Physics 8, 
University of Minnesota, fall quarter, 1952-53, It". L. Johnston 

Variable N k12 I    N w13 N 

X,, 2 Heters pre—test 

X,« - Circuits pre- 
test 

X,~ - .;eters post-test 

X,i   - Circuits post-test 

0$ ,38 
«* 

78 

77 

.52** 

,33** 

79 

78 

89 

•K-K Significant at the 1%  level 

Table 9 

llh 

.1*3 
**• 

,-»«• 
.591 

.21* * 

Corrolation matrix of laboratory paper-pencil tests and other achievement measures 
in elementary physics. Physics 8, University of Minnesota, fall quarter, 1952-53. 

N s 90 

Variable Xn (N=92)    X12 (N=91)    X13 (N-89)    X^ (tiz?0) 

X^ - Weekly quiz   .16 
average 

Xy r Final examination 
Physics 8    .21* 

XQ r Final grade    . g 

Xn - Lab. average  ,12 

X-JA ~ T.ab. nerformance 
test   .26 # 

.33 

.231 

.37 

.11 

.18 

** 

*-* 

.36** 

.29* 

.18 

.21 * 

.30 •«-»• 

.29 *# 

.26^ 

.1*2 

.33 

•K-K- 

#* 

.29 ## 

**, Significant at the 1%  level 

*Significant at the %%  level 
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2« Tho correlations between the pro-t-sts and corresponding post-tests 

rangj frou .57 to .6?. 

3. The following pairs of pro-post tests ar- not significantly corre- 

lat.d vdth each Tthor: 
Identification prc-i.otors post 
Functi ns pr -Jitters \ >st 
Functi ns pre—Symbols post 
. oturs pTv_—Functions post 
Syubols pro-Functions post 

h»  The foilowing pairs of post-post tests wore n :t significantly 

correlated with each otlur: 
Idontifioation-Syobols 
Function-oyr.bols 

5» The following pairs of t sts v.\r. significant!/ correlated: 

Identification pre-Synbols post 
Identificati in pr.-functions post 
Identification post-Functions post 
Identification post-l.ctors post 
. et rs p-<st-3ynbols post 

The correlation matrix for pro and post-t-sts in 3r. Johnston's section 

of Physics 8 is reproduced in Table 8. Both sections took thi ..etors tost. 

Sore of tho facts revealed by t.iis table are: 

6. All the correlati m  coefficients wore significant. 

7. The correlations between thu pro-tests and tho corresponding 

post-tosts wore of the sane order of magnitude as in the case of Dr. Tcng's 

Secti -n. 

8. The correlation between tho two pro-tests was significant but low. 

9. The correlati ins between the: pro-soores of one test and th-. post- 

scores of the other test were significant but low. 

10. The correlati >n between the post-tests was significant but very 

low. 

On tho basis >f the correlation coefficients it was reasonable to 

conclude: 
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I.  Tho pre-tosts wore fairly go od predictors of scores  on the corre- 

sponding post-tests. 

II.  Th^ Symbols pro-tv.st was a fair predictor of scores on tho Identi- 

fication and J.iet^rs p->st-tcsts.    The Functions prc-t„st was a fair predictor 

of sc >res on tne Identification post-test,    nil the other pr^-tosts were 

poor or very po^r predictors of scares on tho  non-c ^rim spending post-tests. 

III. The only post-post Correlation that was of appreciable magnitude 

was that betvn:en the ;cters and Symbols post-to^ts  (.61).    Consequently, 

it is  quite likely that th^sc two tests measured an appreciable number of 

common elements and functions, 

IV.  The positive and significant int^rcorrelotiers butwocn the prc-tests 

can ^rnbably be ascribed t'->  the  student's unif rn knowledge or uniform 

ignorance  of th^  six specific areas covered by the   t~sts,   as w*_ll as  to 

the presence of common terms and ottmr theoretical corp^n^nts. 

Correlations Between Pap.r-Pencil Laborat -ry 

Tests and Oth.r achievement JMeasures in Physics 

The Correlation matrices between tho pap^r-p ncil laborat -ry t.sts 

•and oth„r achievement measures in physics arc shown in Table   7 for Or. 

Tong's  section and in Table 9  for  Jr.  Johnston's section.     It was found 

that in Lr.  Tung's s_cti^n: 

1. None of the pre or post-tests  correlated significantly with  the 

weekly quiz average. 

2. The tict^-rs and Symbols pre-tests  corrolat-d positively and sig- 

nificantly with the final examination and  th    final grade,  but the 

coefficients were 1-w. 

3. The Symbols pre and post-tests crrelated significantly with the 

laboratory average,  but the coefficients were very low. 

h»  The Symbols pre-t^st correlated positively with tho performance 
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t,.st,  but the coefficient was low. 

In Dr.  Johnston's section, thu correlation coefficients for the -no 

common test 0 eters) were of thu sane order of :.;agnitude as in Jr. Tong's 

group.    However, because of a rtuch larger sample size   if th^   !\->rnor group, 

the coefficients reached signifigance value, 

5, All the  coefficients wore positive  and lowj  the  highest value 

was ,1x2, 

6, The Circuits pre,  i et> rs p'>st,  and Circuits post correlated sig- 

nificantly with the wookly quiz average   and the final examination. 

7, The Circuits pre and post correlated significantly with the final 

grade, 

8, The lieto:;? and Circuits ^o-st-t.-sts c rrelat*d significantl/ with 

the laboratory average, 

9, The meters pre, lifters pest,  and Circuits post c"rr..lated signif- 

icantly with the laboratory performance t^st. 

On the basis of ttm  evidence a few c enclusi ns appear warranted' 

I.  The pap^r-pencil laboratory tests are fair predictors of the scores 

on the corresponding post-tests in Electricity. 

II.  The paper-pencil labor-iter/ protests  in Electricity are very p^or 

or unreliable predictors of achievement  as measured by such conventional 

criteria as weekly quiz average,   final examination,   or final grade in the 

course6 

III.  The low but significant corrolati ns between the x>ost-tests and 

oth-.r grad! ng cnx ria indicate the inevitable   overlap in common oiLr.ents, 

such as definitions,  circuit diagrau iotorpretati ;n,  etc.     The Circuits 

pest-test is a case in pointe 

IV.   The paper-pencil laboratory pre-tests are poor or unreliable pre- 

dictors of laboratory achievement as measured by the laboratory grade and 
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porf -rnance tost score. 

V.  The paper-pencil lab iratory post-tests designed to evaluate very 

specific instructional objectiv s appear to havu few elements in common 

with laboratory performance  tests composed  ^f noro g .r.oral items in the 

sar-o arc?.. 

Summary and Conclusions 

The investigation dealt with the analysis of ^aper-ocncil laboratory 

tests in mocaanics and Llectricity. The samples consisted of students in 

Physics 1, la, 5, and 8 at the University of Kinncsota, IS52—53» 

The normalities of the score distributi ns were test-d. Hoyt relia- 

bility coefficients wore c-nputed. Validity was assayed by the Davis 

technique, point bisorial corrolati <ns, and expert rating,s,  Interccrre- 

lati ns wore enputed between the paper-pencil tests, as well as between 

then and other Measures of achievement in physics. 

The najor fi .dings of the study were as follows: 
normality 

1. hany of the laboratory pre and post-tests showed/over a fairly wide 

ringe of scores.    So:..e "f th- test scores,  however, were distinctly binodal. 

The laboratory p..rfornanco test scores were definitely normal. 

2. The Davis discrimination indices v,'ere .:. ider vtely hi^h for many 

items with the total test score as a. crit-.rion.    The indice? were very 

low and with nany negative values  for the fllowing criteria:  labor'try 

perfornance,  final examination,  and final grade in the  curse. 

On the basis of the  difficulty indices,   th.   Experiments test was 

adjudged to be much nor., difficult than the other three tests  in Mechanics, 

3. The Hoyt reliability coefficients for the post-t^sts were generally 

low:  from .06 to  ,78 in Mechanics and fro;.; .Ui to  .76 in Electricity. 

k» The point biserial c ^relations of the Mechanics post-test itens 

with the performance  test itens were very low, with most of the values 
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• 

clustering, around goro. 

h,  The itcr.ia on the paper—pencil tests had fairly nigh ratings iron 

four judges. 

5« TTith the oxcopti >n of the Miscellaneous test for one very snail 

sanplc of girls in Physics la, the re were significant gains in the means 

on all the t sts for -ill th groups. 

6. There vK.ru significant differences between the ne-.ns of boys and 

girls on th. Identification, Function and miscellaneous ore and post-tests 

in . echanics. 

7. The correlations between the Idcntificati^n-Functien and between 

the Syr.ibols-Uoters pre-tests wore significant and generally higher than 

other pro-test int-rcorrelati -ns.  They ranged in v.luo fron .32 to .59* 

8. The ranges of correlati >ns betv/een the pre-tests and corresponding 

pst-tests were: 

(a) ,3ii to .58 for boys in Physics la, ill significant 

(b) .33 to ,62 for boys in Physics 1, with only th- upper value 

reaching significance 

(c) .01 to .55 for girls in Physics 1, with the up^er two values 

reaching significance 

(d) .38 to .59 for Physics 8, oil significant 

9. The Identification and Function pre-tests in '.'echonics and Elec- 

tricity were the best predictors of achievement on th:. sane tests giv-..n at 

the end of the quarter. 

The Symbols pre-test in Electricity was o fair predictor of achievement 

on the Identification and t'.oteis post-tests, 

10. The only correlation of ippreciablo na nitude between two post- 

tests was .61, between meters and Symbols in Electricity. Presumably the 

two tests n.josure overlapping elements. 
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11. The correlate ns between the paper-pencil prc-test scores and 

other achievement measures in physjes wuru generally non-significant; 

if significant, the value of the  cor relation,   coefficients were liw (the 

high-st coefficient was   .37). 

The ab^Ve staterient is equally applicable to the  correlations between 

the post-tests and other achioven^nt criteria. 

12. The investigate n lends support to th- hypothesis that paper- 

pencil laboratory tests ncasure r.any aptitudes and skills other than th";sc 

evaluated by laboratory performance tests and by conventional achievement 

criteria in v.lc.'.entary physics. 
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Ai i-EUDi:: UNIVERSITY OF IttdNuSOTA 
Physics la - Fail Quarter, 1952 
Laboratory Performance Test 

LOCATION: 51 Tlri): 6 ni.nutes 

GIV ,&l        Inclined plane, stop watch, metal ball, meter stick, 

PROBLEi :  (a) Find the acceleration of the ball along the plane, 
(b) Find Lhe average velocity of the ball along the full length of 

the plane. 

,5e. 

LOCATION: 52 TI E? 6 minutes 

GIV JN
1:   Simple manometer containing an oil of known density and connected to 

a gas jet, meter stick, 

PROBLL^ : Find the gas pressure at the jet, in centimeters of mercury, 

NOTE:    Specific gravity of lard oil - ,926 

CLOS^ GAS JET '.THEN FINISHED 

L0C\TiuN: 53 TI; E: 6 minutes 

GIVEN:   A vernier caliner, micrometer calipor, stop watch, triple beam balance, 
meter stick with object attached. Do not change settings of any in- 
strument, 

FROBLi-la: Record the reading and associated error for the setting of each in- 
strument. 

LOCATION: $h Tiil.s 6 minutes 

GlV.Jtf:   Test tube No, C equipped with a cork stopper and v.lre handle, oil in 
test tube, graduated cylinder containing water, to-./el, 

FROBL1^;: 7ithout removing the cork, determine the average density of the test 
tube and oil. 

LOCATION: 61 THE: 12 raiautes 

GIVEN:   A force table, tv:o unknoim weights L and ]'.  sot at angls L and H res- 
pectively, knewn weights and weight hoie er, -:ire and pulley needed to 
apply third force, 

PROBL.i.: Find the magnitude and direction of the third force requirca to bal- 
ance the table. Have instructor verify balance condition. 

NOTE: When finished remove third force and change setting of movable pulley. 

LOUATIuN: 62 TI1.S: 12 minutes 

GIv^N:   A motor stick, balance, wood block, set of formulas, 

PR0BL2u:  (a) Find the density of the block 
(b) Find the error associated with each measurement needed in part (a) 
(c) Find the percent error in the volume. 



APPENDIX 

LOCATION: 9 

UNIVEKJITY OF MINNESOTA 
Physics 5 and 8, './inter, 1953 
Laboratory Performance Test 

TILEJ 2k rain. 

31. 

GIViiN: Two dial resistance boxes, reversing switch, galvanometer, standard 
coll, unkno<vn emf, storage cell, tap key, circuit diagram and in- 
structions for a dial bo:c potentiometer. 

PROBU Find the unknown emf. 

Circuit diagram for location 9. 
Dial box potentiometer circuit 

0,       A 

rh 
T 

-If- 
Di, .02 s dial resistance boxes 
G - galvanometer 
S - Standard battery 
Sw - reversing switch 
T - tap key 
x - unknown EliF 
B - storage battery 

LOCATION: 10 

Keep the sun of the resistances 
D]and D2Constant and above 
2000_f>_. 
(i.e., if you increase D]_, de- 
crease D2) 

Adjust for balance for standard 
and unknown. The unknown is 
given by: 

^ = Res. of D]_ for unknown 

Res. of D-jfor standard 

x u. 

TEE: 2k  rain. 

GI<7EN: A slide wire, resistance box, storage cell, rheostat, galvanometer, 
unknown resistance. 

PReBL^i;:  (a) Find the value of the unknown resistance, 
(b) Estimate the error in measurement (a). 

NOTi-1:  Disconnect circuit when finished. 

LOCATION: Ul TIIIE: 12 min. 

Glv H:    "Tall galvanometer with shunt circuit connected, dial resistance box, 
(try cell. 

PROBLui: Find the internal resistance of the galvanometer. 

NuTi:  Do not disconnect the shunt from the galvanometer when dismant ling 
circuit. 
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! 
Physics 5 and 8, Winter, 1953 

LOCATION: U2 

•2- Lab. Performance Test 

TBJE: 12 min. 

GIv ,N: An A. C. circuit board containing resistance, capacitance, and inductance 
in series, A.C. ammeter, voltmeter, and wattmeter. 

PROBLEM: Find the resistance of the choke. 

NOTiSi Disconnect your circuit when finished. If the fu3e blows notify instructor, 

LtCVTION: U3 TILL: 12 min. 

GIVEN: D.C. ammeter and C. D, voltmeter, dry cell, unknown resistance. 

PftOBL-.i: Find as accurately as possible the resistance of the unknowi. Show 
clearly the method and circuit diagram used. 

LOCATION: kh TILE: 12 min. 

GIV JJ: A wired circuit containing two separate dry cells, a condenser, wall 
galvanometer, switche s • 

P20BLLM: Find the ratio of the iliF of cell 17 to the EilF of cell 18. 

MOTS? If galvanometer does not function notif; ia<3 tractor. DO NOT DISCONNECT 
any part of the circuit. 
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